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3. Testing Convergence - Own Estimations

Portugal belongs to the European Regional Block since the year of 1986.

Because of Ìhat, I will consider here two things: the evolution oÍ the GDP per

capita oÍ each state-member oÍ today's European Union (EU) from 1970 to

1g'97 and aÍterwards some estimations using the test oÍ Hénin and Le Pen

(1ees).

At this point, it's important to visualise the evolution oÍ the current GDP

per capita of each of the state-members oÍ the today's EU to observe the

behaviour of the Portuguese GDP per capita relatively to the one oÍ the other

countries. The best why to show that evolution is through a graphic.

Graphic 1: Evolution oÍ the current GDP per capita
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From the Graphic 1 it's possible to identify that the Portuguese current

GDp per capita is relatively lower than the others. In 1970 most of the values

were around smaller amounts but aÍter a certain moment Portugal lost the track,

in such a way that in the beginning of the eighties, its GDP per capita didn't

grown much while the one of the others (especially of the centre of Europe)

[ro*n faster, enlarging the difÍerences (divergence). ls after 1986, the year oÍ

úe Portuguese adhesion) that the variable became more dynamic, growing

faster, at the same time as searched a lower divergence. Perhaps because of

the inherited start, Portugal isn't still verifying convergence.

A result that will now be checked by the Íormula of Hénin and Le Pen

(1995), the selected testÍor its efficiency and simplicity, as well as for its fitness

rnto my objectives:

ln(y,,, ) - ln(y,o ) -- ct - ó.ln(y'o ) * €r,
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Existing convergence when -b is negative and (I-b)' I R'< 1, just by

using a t-student's test. For that reason, there will be B-convergence iÍ -b is
negative and o-Convergence if the variance of yit is decreasing with time.

Knowing that (1 -b)'lRz <!<+(1-b)'<Rt <+l-b<Reb> 1-R, then the null

hypothesis of the t-student is H0: b=1-R.

Econometric Estimation 1: Hénin and Le Pen test for Austria, Benelux,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, lreland, ltaly, Netherlands,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden and United Kingdom.

Since Portugal entered in the regional block in 1986, three estimations
will follow: one considering the whole period and others to divide that period in
two.

Econometric Estimation 1.1: under the period oÍ 1970-1997

Source: Own estimations using data from the Chelem CEP II

A negative b-coefficient is favourable to accepting convergence and,

bigger that b, bigger the chances of convergence among the countries, The b is

considered significantly different from zero because, even though is -0,013019,
the t-student definitely rejects the null hypothesis.

The R2 statistic measures the success of the regression in predicting the

values of the dependent variable Íor being the fraction of the variance of the

dependent variable explained by the independent variables. To understand if

there is o-Convergence we need to see iÍ (1- b)' I R' < 1 or if b>1-R. The R-

squared is almost 79"k and b isn't superior to (1-0,8873077). The t-student tests

the hypothesis oÍ H0: b=(1-R) is signiÍicantly negative, so we seem to reject the

existence of o-Convergence inside the European Union until the year of 1997.

The same is reflected in the F-statistic test and its probability and the standard

)eoendent Variable: LOG (G?)-LOG (G? -70)

Vlethod: Pooled Least Squares

)ate: 08/29100 Time: 19:07
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ncluded observations: 28

fotal oanel (balanced) observations 392

Variable Coefficien Std. Erro t-Statistic Prob

0j29482 0.00310911 41 .65143 0.000(

LOG (G? -70) -0.01301€ 0.000343 -37.99597 0.000c
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errors oÍ the regression are very small so the statistic noise shows a
considerably good estimation oÍ the results (see graph 2 in the annexes)'

After balancing results, the most we can say is that the convergence has

probably begun but that it's yet a weak tendency and not a reality.

Econometric Estimation 1 .2: under the period of 1970-1985

)ependent Variable: LOG (G?)-LOG (G?
!

Vlethod: Pooled Least Squares

)ate: 09/14100 Time: 00:31

Sample: 1970 1985

ncluded observations: 1 6

-70)

Total panel (balanced) observations 224

Variable Coefficien Std. Erro t-Statistic Prob

c 0.17961 1 0.004505ì1 39.8674Í 0.000(

LOG (G? -70) -0.01904c o.ooo526il -36.1694C 0.000(

ì-squared 0.85492: Mean dependent var 0.01713Í

\diusted R-squared 0.85427( S.D. dependent var 0.01344i

i.E. of regression 0.00513Í Sum squared resid 0.00585(

-oo likelihood 1411.70Í F-statistic 1308.22e

)urbin-Watson stat 0.14378e Prob (F-statistic) 0.00000(

S**"' O*n estimations using data from the Chelem CEP II

Econometric Estimation 1.3: under the period of 1986-1997

Pooled Least

0.000130

F-statistic

So*""' Own estimations using data from the Chelem CE'P II

Variable: LOG(G?)-LOG(G?-70)

: 1986 1997

lncluded observations:'l 2

otal panel (balanced) obseryeqgnej99

LOG(G?-70)

S.D. dePendent var

0.0008841 Sum squared resid

Durbin-Watson stat
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According to these other two estimations, the results did not change. The

b continues signiÍicantly difÍerent Írom zero because of the rejection of the null

hypothesis made by the t-student test. The R2 continues high (0,855 and 0,904,

respectively in the econometric estimation 1 .2 and 1.3). The o-convergence

hypothesis isn't still accepted. The distinction oÍ the two periods doesn't change

the things much, unless according to the this estimation.

The following estimations only consider the period 1970-1997.

Econometric Estimation 2: Hénin and Le Pen test for Benelux, France,

Germany, ltaly, Netherlands and Portugal, under the period of 1970-1997.

)eoendent Variable: LOG (G?)-LOG (G? -70)

Method: Pooled Least Squares

)ate: 08/29100 Time: 22:19

Samole: 1970 1997

ncluded observations: 28

fotal panel (balanced) observations 168

Variable Coefficien Std. Erro t-Statistic Prob

0.138582 0.00544411 25.45611 0.000(

LOG (G? -70) -0.01398S 0.00059911 -23.34695 0.000c

ì-squared 0.766552 Mean dependent var 0.012014

\diusted R-squared 0.76ü4e S.D. dependent var 0.013301

S.E. of reqression 0.00644€ Sum squared resid 0.006897

-oo likelihood 894.5187 F-statistic 545.0803

)urbin-Watson stal 0.09819€ Prob (F-statistic) 0.00000c

According to the results of this new estimation, the coefÍicient b has a
considerably equal value, that is also negative but small' About the b>1-R,

b>0,12447 isn't true. The t-student test rejects a bit less the null hypothesis but

not suÍÍiciently. For the same reasons as beÍore, there are not reasons to
believe in effective convergence even though it seems to be a tendency.

Source: Own estimations using data from the Chelem CEP II
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Econometric Estimation 3: Hénin and Le Pen test for Spain and Portugal,

under the period oÍ 1970-1997.

rendent Variable: LOG (G?

thod: GLS (Cross Section !
fe: 08/29100 Time: 22:28

qglg_lJq
ohts)

3ample: 1970 1997

ncluded observations: 28

Í-otal panel (balanced) observations 56

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.

C 0.1 95688 0.010288 19.02047 0.0000

LOG (G? -70) -0.020719 0.00'1216 -17.03874 0.0000

Weighted
Statistics

R-squared 0.830910 Mean dependent var 0.023593

Adiusted R-squared 0.827779 S.D. dependent var 0.019429

S.Ë. of reqression 0.008063 Sum squared resid 0.003511

Loq likelihood 201.4697 F-statistic 265.3564

Durbin-Watson stat 0.152695 Prob (F-statistic) 0.000000

Unweighted
Statistics

R-squared 0.839966 Mean dependent var 0.023303

Adiusted R-squared 0.837002 S.D. dependent var 0.019975

S.E. of reqression 0.008064 Sum squared resid 0.003512

Durbin-Watson stat 0.153093

So*ó", Own estimations using data from the Chelem CEP If

When portugal and Spain are compared the result oÍ the test reaches a

result that showt u"Oit bigger negative b than in the other estimations, as well as

a closer possibility of ã-Convergence. By differentiating some statistics in

weighted and unwóighted, the program itselÍ seems to wants to detail the study

on úe matter. The t-itudent rejectõ less the null hypothesis. Yet, the hypothesis

of non-convergence between Spain and Portugal can't still be rejected, unless

using as variable the current GDP per capita.

The same test was applied to other groups of countries or even tested

bilateral convergence. In neither of those cases was achieved o-convergence

and despite thé negative value of the b, its small value can't reject the

hypothesis oÍ non b-convergence of the GDP per capita'

L-)


